
Brown Christ

Yesterday, I saw God, 
a Brown Christ hovering
above an onion field  
over tilled plains of the Colorado—
frayed constellation of denim, 
ox hide work boot broken at the heel,
a curved knife gripped in his fingers, 
low clouds undulating, hair of broken 
lemongrass & rodeo lasso,  
a fragrant beard of perejíl,  
everything smelled of sulphur 
& manure, the silos wept
and snowflakes tumbled tenderly 
from the day moon, refracting 
luminous congregations of Aspen, 
with the music of truck dogs 
howling over accordions,      
shimmering manna-light.
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week two
hearing a new americas
 

your poetry, thoughts
& creative content



BOULDER THEATER
Art deco era music and 
performance venue in 
downtown Boulder.

2032 14th Street
bouldertheater.com

EFRAIN’S
Hole-in-the-wall Mexican 
restaurant with almost 
too hot to handle chili 
verde and margaritas.

1630 63rd Street #10
efrainsrestaurant.com

FRIDAY, JULY 24

10:30-11am - Poetry Break. Recite a poem and receive a free pour-over coffee.

12-1pm - Lunchtime Poetry Pour Over with Ana Maria Hernando. Celebrated visual artist 
and poet Ana Maria Hernando fills an hour with 3-4 minute poetry readings and 
performances that transition between English and Spanish.

2:30-3pm - Poetry Break. Recite a poem and receive a free pour-over coffee.

6:30-7:30pm - All They Will Call You: The People Behind Woody Guthrie’s Deportees. 
Award-winning author Tim Z. Hernandez presents an evening of storytelling based on the 
incident and lives behind Woody Guthrie’s famous song, “Plane Wreck at Los Gatos 
(Deportees).” The presentation includes musical accompaniment by Mark “Silent Bear” 
Holtzman, a Boulder-based folk musician. 

SATURDAY, JULY 25  

10-11:30am - Our Story, Our Lives. Workshop with Tim Z. Hernandez. A free morning 
workshop at BMoCA for local teens (ages 13+) and parents on the subject of 
“telling our stories.” This is a fun learning experience that includes writing and 
story sharing, based on our families, friends, and community.  

10:30-11am & 2:30-3pm - Poetry Break. Recite a poem and receive a free pour over coffee.

4-5pm - Zine Workshop with Barbara Bollini Roca. Enjoy an introductory zine workshop. 
All ages are invited to start a “line break zine” and learn more about the zine process. 

Programs are free and open to the public. For a full summer schedule visit bmoca.org.

LUCILE’S
Cozy, bright kitchen 
serving Cajun and Creole 
favorites for breakfast 
and brunch.

2124 14th Street
luciles.com

MONTBELL
One of only two American 
stores of the Japanese 
outdoor company.

1500 Pearl Street
montbell.us

NOD & ROSE 
STOREHOUSE
On-trend clothing and 
accessories curated by the 
husband and wife co-owners.

1220 Spruce Street
nodandrose.com

PIZZERIA LOCALE
Artisanal, wood-fired 
pizzas with an extensive 
wine list.

1730 Pearl Street
localeboulder.com
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Ana Maria Hernando (b.1959, Buenos Aires, Argentina) lives and works in Boulder.  
She is a visual artist and poet recognized for her innovative approach to the     
dynamics of cultural and gender relations. Through her universal, bold, and poetic 
presence, Hernando exemplifies joy, sensuality, and transcendent femininity. 
Hernando writes all of her poetry in both Spanish and English.

Tim Z. Hernandez (b.1974, California) is a poet, novelist and performance artist.  
He is the recipient of numerous awards including a Premio Aztlan Prize for fiction, 
the International Latino Book Award for historical fiction, and an American and 
Colorado Book Award both for poetry. In 2011 the Poetry Society of America named 
Hernandez one of sixteen New American Poets. Hernandez is currently working on a 
book project based on the historic plane crash at Los Gatos Canyon, an incident made 
famous by Woody Guthrie’s song of the same name. He holds a B.A. from Naropa     
University and an M.F.A. from Bennington College in Vermont. Hernandez is an      
Assistant Professor in the University of Texas El Paso’s Bilingual M.F.A. Program in 
Creative Writing.

Mark "Silent Bear" Holtzman (b. New York) is a veteran singer/songwriter and     
performer. He has been performing professionally since the late 1980's. The concept 
of 'Silent Bear' was conceived when Holtzman, tired of large band situations, 
yearned for solo or small collaborative projects that feature clarity of sound and a 
greater sense of purpose.

This week’s theme, Hearing a New Americas, explores the complexities of translation
and interpretation in poetry. Poetry is a difficult genre to translate, as no poem has
just a single meaning and no two people will ever interpret a poem in exactly the same
way. What we hear, how we listen, and how we interpret the information relies on many 
factors including personal experience, historical framework, and access. Featuring 
bilingual poets, a documentary poet, and a musician, this week’s programming will 
deconstruct the power of language through cross-cultural, historical, and 
interdisciplinary communication. The contributing poets will foster discussions of how 
language may be misrepresented or non-translatable. By rewriting historical 
misinterpretations and omissions, we will also examine how poetry can be used to 
break silences and bear witness to injustices.
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